In a time when most everyday activities (note-taking, letter-writing, gameplaying) have moved to the digital realm, Becky Brown’s highly-labored
works on paper and obfuscated sculptures question whether unlimited
access to information and communication actually brings us deeper
knowledge or human connection. Using found images, objects, and texts,
Brown indulges in density, repetition, and abundance to address the
excessive stimulation of an infinite, ubiquitous internet. Her wall
works take the form of oversized notebooks, maps, games and other tools
increasingly replaced by digital substitutes. Composed of found text and
images including news articles, literature, speech, advertising and photojournalism, they aim to slow down reading, writing, seeing, and
thinking. Meanwhile, piles of discarded objects—personal and
anonymous—are stuffed together in obsessive, futile attempts at storage.
Painted in thick, solid colors in an effort to unify a heterogeneous heap,
these pieces reflect our changing relationship with the material world.
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